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Evolving from
ARIES
to
PISCES

Evolving from ARIES to PISCES
Aries (the first sign of the zodiac) through Pisces (the last sign of the
zodiac) are to astrology what childhood through adulthood is in life: stages of
evolution. It means more than the fact that being born on June 28th makes you
Cancer. While that may be true, it is bigger than that-it is more than being just
about you. Astrology is about the evolving you and everyone else around you.
Think of astrology and Aries through Pisces with the analogy like the
evolution from a caterpillar to a butterfly, seeds to fruit or buds to flowers. Ariesthe first sign of the zodiac is our first self: “the infant.” An infant is only aware of
“self.” Since “self” is our only environment we are aware of-we are “selfish,”
(by nature). But as we grow and evolve (by blossoming through to our higher
selves to reach our Pisces’ twelfth stage of evolution/last sign of the zodiac) we
evolve from selfishness (Aries) to selflessness (Pisces).

Consider the Astrological Constellations as Being Twelve Stages
of Evolution:
(1st-Aries) Infant. This is the stage where we are familiar with our PHYSICAL
SELVES only. Nothing else around us matters while we naturally tune them out as we babble. We
are SELFISH while playing with our fingers, toes and toys. Nothing else around us concerns us
because our self is all that we are aware of.
(2nd-Taurus) Baby. Where we become aware of not only ourselves, but with the world
around us, teaching us at an early age: POSSESSIONS-what to do to obtain them from other
people, and how to hold on tight. In this Taurus stage, we become aware that our possessions are
of some value, and we learn that people around us can take things from us. That being said, in this
stage; we scream, fight and frown when someone tries to take our toys.
(3rd-Gemini) Child. The stage where we stop babbling and grabbing hold of things and
instead: COMMUNICATE. In this stage, we are able to talk so that people can understand what
we want and need rather babbling and screaming to express our needs.
(4th-Cancer) Adolescent. We become aware of our EMOTIONS. Although we are
capable of communicating them, we keep them inside, and instead; become moody because of the
many changes we are going through with our adolescent selves, our physical body and the world
around us.
(5th-Leo) Teenager. We are more outgoing and not so enslaved to our moods and the
world around us in this stage. In Leo, PROMISCUOUS is what we are; wanting to experience the
world and everyone in it-every way possible. We mix and mingle in ways that we do not have a
full understanding of because we do not have it in us to discern or discriminate what is, or what is
not good for us. We have RAW COURAGE. We speculate and have fun.
(6th-Virgo) Adult. This is the stage where we are not as casual with things in our lives.
We have become more PRACTICAL or ANALYTICAL. Spontaneity, emotions and anything
impractical and illogical takes a back seat.
(7th-Libra) our adult RELATIONSHIP selves
(8th-Scorpio) our adult selves in the MATERIAL WORLD
(9th-Sagittarius) our adult philosophical selves and how we ADAPT SOCIALLY
(10th-Capricorn) our adult social selves and comparison of ourselves to SOCIETY by
what we CONTRIBUTE to, and take from it
(11th-Aquarius) our adult and humane selves with HUMANITY
(12th-Pisces) our SPIRITUAL and HIGHER adult selves
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THE FIRST SIX SIGNS’ STAGES OF GROWTH (evolving):
-self(ish) (Aries)
-conservation and possession (Taurus)
-communicative (Gemini)
-emotional (Cancer)
-physical (Leo)
-analytical (Virgo)
These first six stages are the “dilution” of our person; the
“thinned-down” part of the evolving us.
THE LAST SIX SIGNS’ STAGES OF GROWTH (evolved):
-interpersonal relations and adaptation (Libra)
-material (Scorpio)
-educational and philosophical (Sagittarius)
-social and financial (Capricorn)
-societal, humane, friendship (Aquarius)
-spiritual and selfless (Pisces)
These last six stages is the us “concentrated,” the
“thick” of us, having-evolved.
The importance of knowing what opposes you astrologically (or in life-period), is
to make you aware of your “opposite” self and what opposes you. To know one
thing is to be aware of opposite that thing-no matter what thing. Astrologically
speaking, however:
diluted/evolving
concentrated/evolved
ARIES <--------the sign opposite Aries is----------> LIBRA
TAURUS <-----------the sign opposite Taurus is------------> SCORPIO
GEMINI <-------------the sign opposite Gemini is------> SAGITTARIUS
CANCER <-------the sign opposite Cancer is -------> CAPRICORN
LEO <------------the sign opposite Leo is -----------> AQUARIUS
VIRGO<-------the sign opposite Virgo is----------> PISCES

Throughout this book, this is how you will learn about yourself:
If you are Sun-CANCER (diluted) then, as well, you are CAPRICORN (concentrated)
If you are Moon-TAURUS (diluted) then, as well, you are SCORPIO (concentrated)
If you are Rising-VIRGO (diluted) then, as well, you are PISCES (concentrated)

although you could be:
Sun-CAPRICORN- as well, you still are CANCER (Capricorn’s opposite)
Moon-SCORPIO-as well, you still are TAURUS (Scorpio’s opposite)
Rising-PISCES-as well, your still are VIRGO ( Pisces’ opposite)

How so? I’ll explain:
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…Of both examples (bottom of the previous page), you would still have
the same personology (astrological personality) but it would depend on where
you are in your (personal) stage of life (your age and life experience):
diluted/evolving

concentrated/evolved

(self) ARIES <-------------------------------------> LIBRA (interpersonal/relations and adaptation)
(conservation & possession) TAURUS <-------------> SCORPIO (material)
(communicative) GEMINI <------------------> SAGITTARIUS (educational and philosophical)
(emotional) CANCER <----------------------------> CAPRICORN (social and financial)
(physical) LEO <------------------------------------> AQUARIUS (societal, humane, friendship)
(analytical) VIRGO<--------------------------------> PISCES (spiritual and selfless)

If you review the “Houses & Motto’s” chapter for Taurus (page 84-85)
and its opposite: Scorpio (page 88), indeed, Taurus is the money sign whose
house is possession.
Scorpio is the sign of the business man who has a flair for business via
shared resources-which is opposite that of Taurus-the sign of “the baby” who
feels that everything is “Mine! Mine! Mine!” because “mine” is all that Taurus
[who conserves & possesses] knows.
That does not mean because a person is Taurus, he/she will be
immature or like that of a baby. His/her stage of development in life determines
whether or not the person is (evolving-Taurus) or (evolved-Scorpio). Because
certainly, a six year-old Scorpio would not have “a flair for business,” but
because of the opposite-Scorpio’s house; he/she will have a natural/innate
understanding for the value of money and how to get it (once that six year-old
has reached that level in life). At that point, he/she will then be: evolved-Scorpio,
(who at age six, was merely evolving-Taurus).
That is why it is important to keep in mind that your diluted and
concentrated you is all a part of you, but makes its presence known at specific
stages of your evolving or your evolved life (depending on where you are in
your own personal stage of life).
This lesson in short:
The first six signs: (Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo and Virgo)
...are the diluted/evolving stages.
The last six signs: (Libra, Scorpio, Sag, Capricorn,Aquarius and Pisces)
...are the concentrated/evolved stages.
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